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 XXX.-FIQUE.
 FURCRAEA GIGANTEA.

 (With Plate.)
 We have recently received from Ma. M. T. DAWE, Director

 of Agriculture, Colombia, some interesting samples of Fique
 fibre and articles made therefrom which have been placed in
 Museum No. II.

 In addition Mr. Dawe sent some photographs, two of which
 are here reproduced, one showing the method of drying the fibre
 and the other of the green leaves being used as thatch for a
 house. A sample of the fibre, which is usually known as Mauri-
 tius Hemp, has been sent to a firm of Brokers in London and was
 valued on April 19th at ?40 per ton.

 The accompanying note was sent to Kew by Mr. Dawe with
 the specimens and photographs.

 "There are probably few vegetable products, the subject of
 domestic industry, particularly in the fibre world, which have
 so wide an application in everyday use as Fique in Colombia.

 "Fique is the fibre of Furcraea gigantea, and is grown
 everywhere in the sub-tropical parts of Colombia, but especially
 in the districts of limestone formation, where the spiny form
 is found in a wild condition growing abundantly on the hills.

 " In travelling through Colombia one notices everywhere the
 great variety of application to which this fibre is put. The
 Alpargatas or shoes worn by the masses in this part of South
 America are soled with Fique, and it is evident that the con-
 sumption of fibre for this purpose alone must be enormous.
 Sacks or Costales for the collection of coffee on the plantations
 are made of Fique. Sacks for the local transport of charcoal,
 maize and produce generally are of Fique. The pack-saddles
 and girths for transport mules and bullocks, ropes and cords
 are likewise of Fique. Matting resembling cocoanut fibre is
 also manufactured locally from dyed Fique, and is becoming an
 increasingly important industry consuming large quantities of
 the fibre. In the towns marketing is generally done with
 Mochilas or little bags made of coloured Fique; even the banks
 use little bags of the same fibre for the convenience of their
 customers for the conveyance of cash, in substitution for paper
 or linen bags generally used in other countries. Perhaps, how-
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 ever, one of the most novel uses of Fique to be seen in Colombia
 is the employment of the green leaves for thatching purposes as
 shown in the accompanying photograph (see Plate VII., fig. 1).
 A specimen of the plant which forms the source of this fibre
 will be noted in the picture on the left.

 " The annual consumption of fibre for the industrial purposes
 above-mentioned must be very considerable, but notwithstanding
 this, the cultivation and preparation of the fibre is principally
 a domestic industry. There are a few persons who are now
 giving attention to the preparation of fibre articles and material
 by machinery, but up to the present only in a small way.

 " In the temperate parts the peasantry generally possess a few
 plants of Fique, sometimes planted to form a fence to their
 garden or homestead, in other cases a patch of land useless for
 other purposes. The fibre they extract by pulling strips of the
 leaves through a knife arrangement fixed on a tree. One man
 generally shreds the leaves while another extracts the fibre. By
 this method two men prepare on the average about ten pounds of
 dry fibre in a day, which costs in value of labour alone 7 centavos
 or 3-d. per lb. The fibre is sold in the Bogota market for 10 to
 12 centavos (5d. to 6d.) per lb., a much higher price than the
 fibre realises in the markets of the United States or Europe. In
 one municipality of some 7250 inhabitants, the approximate
 amount of fibre prepared annually by this laborious and unre-
 munerative method is said to be about 100,000 lbs. This means
 to say, on the basis of 5 lbs. of dry fibre being the output of one
 man in a day, that this production represents 20,000 days of
 labour; which, valued at the local rate of 35 centavos per day, is
 equal to a money value of $7000 gold.

 " These figures if only approximately correct serve to indicate
 the local possibilities which lie in the organisation and develop-
 ment of this industry on modern lines, by the employment of
 suitable machinery. There are few countries where Fique grows
 so well and lives so long as in Colombia; and the better organi-
 sation of the industry locally, which would doubtless result in
 sound and profitable commercial developments, would, at the
 same time, release a considerable supply of labour that may be
 much more profitably utilised."

 The following, additional information has been extracted from
 an article in Spanish by Mr. Dawe, published in El Diario
 Nacional, Bogota, for the 8th of March, 1916 :-

 " Using modern machinery, the cost of production of the fibre
 and freight to Bogota or other centre in Colombia would amount
 to $65 per ton, yielding a profit of $95 (?19) per ton, if sold at
 the present local wholesale price of $160 per ton. The profits
 on export would be considerably lower, but any surplus after
 meeting the home demand could be exported to New York at a
 total cost, including production, of about $95 per ton. This
 would yield a profit of about ?5 to ?10 per ton, taking the selling
 price at ?25-?30 per ton."

 EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII.
 Fig. 1. A house thatched with the green leaves of Furcrcea gigantea.
 Fig. 2. The fibre hung out to dry.
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